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Abstract
This paper finds that the existence of strong kinship networks tends to limit state interference
with private property use in rural China by protecting villagers against unwanted government
land takings. It then distinguishes kinship networks from other kinds of social networks by
showing that their deterrence effect against coercive takings is far more significant and resilient
under conditions of prevalent rural-urban migration than deterrence by neighborhood cooper-
atives and religious groups. Finally, the paper attempts to identify and differentiate between
various possible mechanisms behind these effects: It argues that kinship networks protect pri-
vate property usage mainly through encouraging social reciprocity between kinsmen, which
facilitates collective action against coercive takings. Kinship networks are more effective than
neighborhood cooperatives or religious groups at sustaining reciprocity over long distances
and, therefore, are less affected by rural-urban migration. Altruism between kinsmen, how-
ever, does not emerge from the data as a major factor.
JEL Classification: D70, K11, P26, P32
I. Introduction
How do kinship networks affect the strength and security of private property, particularly in highly
commercialized economies with significant labor mobility? As countries with strong traditions of
kinship organization—which describes most of Asia, Latin America and Africa—assume greater
importance in the global economy, this has become an increasingly pressing question. Kinship
networks in these countries commonly afford, indeed force upon, property owners a series of inter-
personal relations and obligations that significantly affect their ability to deter outside interference
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or encroachment, whether by state or private actors. Whether and why these effects are positive or
negative has large ramifications for economic policy-making and property regulation, especially in
the developing world.
Several scholars have suggested specifically that kinship networks, like other kinds of social
networks, can help shield private property against undesirable government intrusion. To date, how-
ever, there has been fairly little empirical verification of that assertion. The few empirical studies
that do exist tend to be cross-country comparisons that provoke endogeneity and measurement con-
cerns and, in any case, reach few concrete conclusions. The lack of compelling empirical data has
thus far prevented scholars from reliably identifying the actual mechanisms through which social
networks protect private property. In addition, these studies usually lump kinship networks with
other kinds of social networks, notably neighborhoods and religious organizations, and treat them
as functionally similar—despite intuitive reasons to believe that different kinds of networks may
have significantly different effects on property institutions.
This paper attempts to fill some of this empirical gap. We examine whether, from 1986 to
2006, the existence of strong kinship networks affected government land takings in 238 rural
Chinese villages. These villages, covering 30 of China’s 31 provinces—excluding Tibet—were
selected for the representativeness of their general socioeconomic conditions. We also compare
the property-protecting effects of kinship networks with those of neighborhood organizations and
religious groups.
We select rural China as our empirical focus, first, because of the well-documented sociopolit-
ical importance of kinship networks there and, second, because Chinese rural land-use laws during
this period allowed local governments to seize land at prices dramatically lower than market value.
This created considerable local antagonism towards such takings, which could usually only be
executed coercively. Higher frequency and volume—but particularly frequency—of land takings
reasonably correlate, therefore, to lower security of property rights against state encroachment.
We find that stronger kinship networks, measured by the prevalence of active lineage genealo-
gies (zupu) and ancestral halls (citang) in a village, strongly correlate with lower levels of land
taking, even after controlling for potential endogenous variables such as per capita landholding
and proximity to urban centers. Because the danger of reverse causation is low here, we argue
that kinship networks protected property rights against unwanted land takings. We also find that
China’s massive rural-urban migration over the past three decades has eroded the protective effect
of kinship networks much less severely than those of neighborhood organizations and religious
groups. This argues against lumping these social networks together in generalized theoretical
terms.
Finally, we attempt to identify and differentiate some of the specific mechanisms through
which kinship networks deter land takings. The existing literature suggests three theoretical possi-
bilities: First, by supplying organizational apparatuses and information-sharing mechanisms, kin-
ship networks encourage collective action against outside encroachment. Second, by sustaining
regular social interaction between individuals, both within and between networks, they encourage
general reciprocity between them, thereby increasing the social cost of harmful or free-riding be-
havior and encouraging mutual cooperation, whether between government entities and farmers, or
between individual farmers. Third, by creating norms of group solidarity, they potentially promote
altruism among members.
Our data demonstrates, first of all, that altruism was probably not a major factor. We find that,
all other things being equal, villages with one large kinship network suffer more takings than vil-
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lages with several smaller kinship networks of similar cumulative size. This is quite inconsistent
with intra-kinship network altruism being a significant deterring factor against takings. More-
over, while the provision of information-sharing and organizational apparatuses may have been a
significant factor, it clearly was not the only significant factor. Other kinds of social networks,
particularly neighborhood organizations, can be similarly effective at providing these institutional
resources. Consequently, they cannot explain why the protective effects of neighborhood organiza-
tions and religious groups were eroded more heavily by migration than those of kinship networks.
Rather, we propose that this phenomenon is explained by the fact that kinship networks were more
effective than other social networks at sustaining regular social interaction and reciprocity over
long distances.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section Two reviews and critiques the relevant
academic literature. Section Three surveys land taking procedures and kinship networks in rural
China. Section Four lays out our main theoretical arguments. Section Five describes the data and
statistical methods. Section Six presents the results. Section Seven concludes.
II. Literature Review
Scholars have long believed that the establishment of clear and secure private property rights is
necessary for modern economic development (Knack & Keefer 1995, at 210-11). In particular,
most agree that private property—both use and ownership, but especially use—should be protected
against coercive and under-compensated intrusion by government entities, and, in fact, that the
provision of such protection was a crucial step in the economic takeoff of Western Europe and other
developed economies (e.g., North & Weingast 1989; North & Thomas 1973). On the other hand,
many assert that the lack of such protection continues to hinder economic growth in developing
countries (de Soto 2000).
Considering the—important and much-needed—recent back-and-forth between property law
scholars on the precise meaning of “property rights” (e.g., Cole & Grossman 2002), it may be
useful to clarify what this “property and development” literature means when it argues for the
“protection” of private property against state intrusion: It does not simply argue that govern-
ments must respect the express legal boundaries they set for themselves, but rather argues that
those legal boundaries must be sufficiently narrow so that actual state interference with property
usage—defined broadly to cover all economic activities involving property—is both rare and pre-
dictable. In other words, they call not merely for the creation and protection of clear property
rights, but also for the creation and protection of clear and substantively private—vis-à-vis state-
controlled—property rights, which allow producers to securely enjoy the fruits of their own labor
and investment, freely alienate the property, and use it as collateral (e.g., North & Weingast 1989;
de Soto 2000). They are attempting to define a substantive state-individual relationship, in which
individuals are incentivized to use property in what they see as economically productive ways, and
not just a procedural or formal one.
If, for example, government expropriation of land is completely conducted within legal bound-
aries, but is so frequent and coercive that landholders no longer have any incentive to invest in
long-term improvements, that would constitute a substantive violation of secure private property
use, even if it is not necessarily a legal or procedural one.1 In the end, what matters is how much
1This is, after all, the conventional perceived problem with socialist, state-planned economies. It also helps to
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the state can actually interfere with private property usage, not how much it is legally entitled
to. Creating clear legal entitlements can certainly strengthen private property in substantive ways,
but in some cases that is neither sufficient, or, when local social norms are sufficiently strong and
sophisticated and the formal legal system sufficiently weak, even necessary (see, e.g., Ellickson
1991; Ellickson 1993).
Shielding property from state intrusion is, of course, only part of the puzzle. Private property
also needs to be shielded from intrusion by non-state actors—in other words, against other people,
and perhaps against potentially oppressive social norms. Nonetheless, given the massive expansion
of government authority in modern societies, even (and often especially) in developing countries,
deterring government intrusion is, at the very least, a necessary and particularly important step in
the establishment of substantive private property rights.
These conclusions lead, however, to a crucial follow-up question: How, precisely, should we
balance state-society relationships so that private property, where it exists, is substantively secured
against undesirable government intrusion? Broadly speaking, scholars have taken two different
approaches to this problem: First, many have studied how government institutions can be designed
to prevent over-extension of state power—how the state can make, in Douglass North’s words,
“credible commitments” to respect private property (North 1994). This top-down approach often
involves either curtailing the government’s overall size and authority, or establishing separation of
powers between different branches (e.g., Acemoglu & Robinson 2012; North & Weingast 1989).
Alternatively, a less visible but growing collection of studies has explored bottom-up ap-
proaches in which non-government institutions are strengthened to combat state intrusion. Most
notably, scholars have begun to empirically evaluate whether the existence of organized social
networks, sometimes also referred to as “civic groups,” “associational activity,” or “social em-
beddedness,” helps protect against governmental overreach, including, specifically, governmental
interference with private property use through coercive and under-compensated land takings (e.g.,
Peng 2004; Knack & Keefer 1997; Licht et al. 2007, at 663-64). These studies fit into a broader
academic literature on whether social networks enhance certain aspects of socioeconomic wel-
fare, such as education, interpersonal trust, public works, and insurance against economic shocks
(Durlauf and Fafchamps 2004).
This literature supplies three broad theoretical mechanisms through which social networks
may conceivably strengthen private property against government intrusion. First, scholars gener-
ally agree that social networks encourage group collaboration by facilitating information-sharing
and the development of organizational structures (Tsai 2007; Peng 2004, at 1053; Burt 2001, 1992;
Coleman 1990, at 270-73). This allows network members to better understand the abilities, obli-
gations and interests of other members, thereby helping them identify when and how collaborative
activities are desirable. Networks that provide these institutions respond more coherently and de-
cisively to challenges against recognized norms, both external and internal, and therefore deter
against them more effectively. In the land takings context, this means that social networks can help
coordinate collective retaliation against encroaching behavior.
Second, insofar as they encourage repeated social interaction, networks help build trust and
reciprocity among members (Ellickson 1991; Coleman 1990). By enhancing the threat of retalia-
tion in future rounds, sustenance of repeated interaction discourages harmful behavior and incen-
remember that North and Thomas’ classic criticism of Southern European states (1973) was not that they interfered
with private property illegally, but that they were legally allowed to interfere too much.
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tivizes cooperation. Intuitively, people are more likely to regularly interact, cooperate, and trust
one-another as embedded members of a network than as scattered individuals. In addition, interac-
tions between members of different networks are also more likely to escape prisoner’s dilemmas
than interaction between completely unconnected individuals: Even if A only interacts once with
B, a member of a different network, his incentive to cheat decreases if there is a substantial possi-
bility of future interaction with other members of B’s network, or if representatives from his own
network interact regularly with representatives from B’s network. Therefore, a region that is orga-
nized into social groups may enjoy more reciprocity, civic cooperation, and trust both within and
across group lines.
This manifests itself in two different ways in land takings. First, social networks may deter
against coercive takings if they directly facilitate regular social interaction and reciprocity between
the government officials in charge and the targeted landowner. There are multiple scenarios for this:
they may belong to the same network, or they may be representatives of two mutually-cooperative
networks. In either case, the landowner can individually retaliate against the taking, perhaps by
damaging the official’s social reputation or, if plausible, issuing material sanctions. Second, social
networks facilitate collective retaliation against takings—when there is a collective interest to do
so—by deterring against free-riding behavior. As numerous papers have discussed, collective ac-
tion is difficult to organize because, for the individual, it is often more efficient to “free ride” on
the efforts of others—in essence, a multiplayer prisoner’s dilemma. Regular social interaction and
reciprocity, where they exist, can help solve this problem by punishing free riders and rewarding
active participation.
Third, a number of scholars have theorized that altruism within social networks may play an
important role in creating and enforcing private property rights (Rose 1990; Krier 1992; Ellickson
1993). A growing number of economists acknowledge that people may behave altruistically to-
wards one another: that is, one’s utility may be positively affected by the utility changes of another
(Schulze et al. 2003; Hayashi 1995). This definition may be confusing to scholars in other fields,
particularly psychology or philosophy, who more commonly define altruism as an individual act-
ing “in the interests of others without the expectation of reward or positive reinforcement in return”
(Karra et al. 2006). Regardless of these conceptual differences, however, both sides would agree
that people often act in the benefit of others, even when the act conveys no economic, political or
social benefit to themselves. For simplicity’s sake, we adopt the economic definition of altruism.
Scholars generally agree that social networks often promote altruism among members (Leider
et al. 2009). Altruistic behavior is, for example, particularly common and powerful among close
relatives (Curry et al. 2012; Alger & Weibull 2010), and may also develop between friends of all
sorts. Greater altruism leads primarily, of course, to more cooperative behavior between mem-
bers—like repeated interaction, but without the need for actual or threatened future punishment
(Ball 2001). In the land takings context, altruism may lead to more cooperative behavior between
government officials and members of their own networks. Alternatively, it may encourage people
to collectively retaliate against coercive takings inflicted upon members of their network. In fact,
it fundamentally lessens, even eliminates, the urge to free ride, as one’s utility is directly lowered
by any harm to those he cares about (Peng 2004).
As a purely theoretical matter, there may be a fourth or even fifth mechanism through which
social networks deter against coercive land taking, but which has thus far escaped academic atten-
tion. At the moment, however, the more pressing concern is to better understand the three existing
possibilities.
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Our current understanding of the relationship between social networks and property expropria-
tion remains very incomplete. First, some major studies make little theoretical distinction between
different kinds of social networks (e.g., Knack & Keefer 1997; Licht et al. 2007). It seems likely,
however, that different kinds of networks do, in fact, function in substantially different ways. On
a general level, political economists and sociologists have repeatedly suggested that the socioeco-
nomic effects of families and kinship networks are quite different from those of other social ties
and organizations, and should be analyzed separately (e.g., Alesina and Guliano 2010; Bentolilla
and Ichino 2008; Gambetta 1990). There is no good reason why that assumption should not also
apply to the effects of social networks on intrusive state action: Kinship networks, for example,
may inspire stronger altruism than most other kinds of social networks (Curry et al. 2012; Alger
and Weibull 2010), and may be more effective at sustaining reciprocity.
More importantly, as demonstrated below, social networks may react to demographic mobility
in very different ways. As scholars across multiple disciplines have long observed, the demo-
graphic mobility of modern market economies is probably the most important reason why tradi-
tional social networks—and the “moral economies” they often create—have tended to disintegrate
as market integration intensifies (Greif 2006b; Buoye 2000; Scott 1985; etc.). Neighborhood or-
ganizations, for example, are perhaps most susceptible to such disintegration, simply because they
require the physical presence of members to function, and therefore usually fail to maintain ties
when members move around. Religious groups, too, function best when mobility is low: mem-
bers who migrate may carry their faith with them, but probably not their social ties to their old
congregations. Kinship networks, on the other hand, are theoretically different: relatives who mi-
grate are still relatives. Certainly they will interact less with other members, but probably not to
the point where all social reciprocity ceases to exist. Finer differentiation between types of social
networks would therefore allow us to better understand their compatibility with modern economic
conditions.
Apart from this general theoretical concern, the empirical results obtained in previous studies
are also deeply ambiguous and subject to considerable skepticism. Most results are derived from
large cross-country comparisons, which have thus far offered few concrete conclusions: Knack and
Keefer (1997) argue, for example that, in a survey of over 100 countries, higher levels of “social
capital,” defined as civic cooperation and trust, led to stronger and more secure private property
and better macroeconomic performance. On the other hand, they find no clear evidence that social
networks either boost or damage civic trust. (Knack & Keefer 1997, at 1271-73)
More recent cross-country studies have done little to resolve this ambiguity. Williamson and
Kerekes (2010) find that “informal institutions,” defined broadly as “culture,” do more to strengthen
private property than formal legal institutions, but reach no clear conclusion on whether social
networks affect “informal institutions” positively or negatively. Licht et al. (2007) find that high
levels of social embeddedness actually correlate to more corruption and government intrusion into
private life, but provide no empirical measure of how private property and contract relations are
actually affected. Their results echo the old theoretical assumption that individualism, not group
activity, is the best protector of personal rights and private property (Habermas 2001; Olson 1982).
In any case, by taking entire countries as their empirical unit, these studies naturally provoke
concerns about whether they have satisfactorily controlled for the potentially massive amounts of
endogenous factors: different levels of economic development, geographical factors, broad cultural
paradigms, deep-rooted historical legacies—particularly the institutional and economic legacies of
the British Empire—and so on. One also must wonder if we can truly quantify concepts such
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as “trust,” “civic cooperation,” and “social embeddedness” at the international level, when the
meaning of those concepts, not to mention the meaning of any survey questions used to measure
them, vary tremendously depending on cultural and social context. The three studies cited above,
at least, measure these sociocultural factors in very different ways, both methodologically and
source-wise.
A notable exception to these cross-country studies is the recent work of sociologist Yusheng
Peng, who quite uniquely attempts to measure the effect of kinship networks, separated from other
social networks, on the security of private property use and business activity (Peng 2004). Utilizing
data from several hundred villages in rural China, Peng claims that there is a significant positive
correlation between the existence of large kinship networks and secure private property use, which
in turn stimulates entrepreneurship.
While this approach—comparing large numbers of localities within the same country—commendably
avoids many of the measurement and endogeneity problems that plagued the cross-country studies,
the technical execution of Peng’s study is very problematic. First, he equates the concentration of
villagers under a few large surnames with the existence of strong kinship networks. As discussed
below, this is highly questionable, as large surname groups are often only loosely related and
poorly organized. Second, and more seriously, he provides no direct measure of property security
at all. Instead, he simply demonstrates a correlation between large surname groups and village-
level entrepreneurship, and then somehow assumes, with no evidence whatsoever, that high levels
of entrepreneurship are evidence of secure private property. One can easily imagine any number
of circumstances where high levels of business activity instead correlate to ruthless government
taking of land, which then stimulates capital aggregation and investment among privileged classes.
Third, he controls for very few endogenous factors, overlooking some rather obvious ones, most
notably the village’s per capita landholding and wealth. Finally, he makes no attempt to identify
the specific mechanisms through which kinship affects property security and business.
Despite these problems, we agree with Peng that rural China is a fairly ideal testing ground to
study the impact of kinship on private property usage: China has a particularly deep and powerful
tradition of kinship. Moreover, its legal and political conditions allow us to easily differentiate
villages where private property usage is relatively secure from government expropriation from
those where it is not. These conditions are discussed in the following section.
III. Background Information
A. Kinship Networks
Throughout imperial Chinese history, kinship organizations played a major role in organizing all
aspects of social, political and economic life—in fact, their importance increased steadily after
around 950 AD as large lineages began to emerge and expand among commoners (Li & Jiang
2000; Inoue 2008). Sponsored by a long series of favorable government policies from around
1000 AD to the early 20th Century, although with some periods of state hostility in-between, lin-
eages and other forms of kinship groups came to assume increasing doses of political power and
obligation, often superseding village and even county-level government administrations as the pri-
mary unit of socioeconomic regulation and control. Perhaps equally significantly, the intellectual
and perhaps religious dominance of Neo-Confucianism, which argued for kinship solidarity and
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ancestor worship with unprecedented rigor, helped promote the moral internalization of kinship
norms in much of the population (Inoue 2008, at 87-101).
By the 18th and 19th Centuries, large kinship networks were an almost omnipresent fact of life
in all core Chinese provinces, although their size, political authority and economic strength varied
from region to region. Even on the North China Plain, however, where kinship networks were
smaller and substantially less powerful than elsewhere, a handful of major kinship networks still
dominated most villages, occupying the great majority of political appointments (Huang 1985;
Pomeranz 1993). Moreover, important social and economic decisions—substantial land-selling,
marriages, funerals, and so on—were expected to be made in consultation with senior relatives. In
other, wealthier, regions of China, particularly the Lower Yangtze and South China, kinship groups
expanded into lineages with significant amounts of corporate property. It was hardly uncommon
in these regions for a village to be demographically and politically dominated by one large lineage
(Zhang 2006; Huang 1990; Hsiao 1960). In South China, that lineage might also own, as essen-
tially a corporate entity, perhaps a third of the village’s land (Pomeranz 2000, at 71-72; Zheng
2000).
Government officials further buttressed the institutional importance of kinship networks by
expressly delegating political authority to them. By any measure, the Qing state exercised rather
weak control beyond the county level, largely because local government units were seriously un-
derstaffed and underfunded (Reed 2000; Ch’u 1962). Consequently, most sub-county socioe-
conomic regulation and administration were formally delegated to self-governing groups such as
guilds, religious groups, and especially kinship networks. Internal lineage regulations on economic
transactions were, for example, enforceable in the official court system (Zhang 2012; Huang 1993).
The massive historical upheavals during the 20th and early 21st Centuries have, of course,
forced considerable change in the social and political functions of kinship networks (Feng 2005).
Most fundamentally, apart from the increasingly clannish behavior of Communist Party oligarchs
in high-level politics, kinship organizations have found it difficult to enforce solidarity among
members in urban settings. Even in rural China, where they remain highly visible and socially
significant, the dramatically increased administrative and regulatory capacities of the Chinese state
have inevitably weakened their formal institutional authority. Compared to its predecessors, the
modern Communist state has a vastly larger bureaucratic apparatus, and exercises much stronger
control over policy and regulation at the township-level or beyond.2 Although kinship networks re-
main highly important within villages, the integration and development of a commercial economy
has meant that fewer socioeconomic issues are actually decided at that level. Moreover, unlike in
the Qing, the current government does not formally delegate power to kinship group leaders.
Nonetheless, extensive sociological surveying of rural villages during the 1990s and 2000s
suggests that kinship networks continue to be a major, perhaps dominant, organizing principle
in rural Chinese society (Yang 1999; Bian 1997; Wang 1991). In fact, during periods of social
upheaval, for example the Cultural Revolution or, in perhaps a more benign fashion, the economic
“opening-up” of the 1980s, villagers tended to re-strengthen local kinship organizations as a self-
defense mechanism (Chan et al. 1992), one that helped coordinate the sharing of resources, of
course, but also coordinated action against unwanted external interference, whether from other
villages, outlaws, or the local government (Qian 1994). Although state expansion has imposed
2This was, of course, a contested and often bloody process. See, e.g., Friedman et al. 1991, for an account of one
village’s political transition during the PRC.
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limitations on such self-organizing activity, it remains quite dynamic within those boundaries, and
even pushes back against them on occasion.
The basic organizational aspects of Chinese kinship groups have remained fairly stable through-
out the past few centuries. Kinship networks are usually patrilineal descent groups that distribute
status and authority largely on the basis of generational seniority: elder generations outranked
younger ones and, within a generation, elder relatives outranked younger relatives (Ruskola 2012;
Alford 1986). Prior to the 19th Century, some lineages in the Lower Yangtze and South China also
gave special status to a descent line of firstborn males extending back to the founding ancestor:
the founding ancestor’s eldest son, the eldest son’s eldest son, and so on. This line of eldest sons
(“zongzi”) enjoyed higher status than other members of their generation, regardless of age (Feng
2005, at 354-56). Today, although social hierarchies within kinship networks are generally less
rigid, elder generations still wield considerable authority and influence over younger ones. This
does ensure, however, that these networks usually experience significant “status mobility” with the
passage of time.
Contemporary kinship networks maintain their solidarity through a variety of ways. Most
simply, relatives are socially required to see each other on certain festivals and occasions, spread
across the year. Strong kinship networks also engage in collective activities of considerable cost
and complexity, most notably the maintenance of an ancestral hall or lineage genealogy (Yang
1999; Wang 1991). Both of these activities, which grew substantially in popularity during the
1990s, require large investments of money and time, in return for greater psychological unity,
better sharing of demographic and financial information between relatives, and a stronger signal of
status, cohesion and wealth to other kinship networks.
B. Land Takings
The second condition that makes China an attractive testing ground is the highly coercive nature
of its land takings regime. As much recent scholarship has demonstrated, local governments are
allowed to expropriate rural land at compensation levels that amount to only a fraction of the land’s
actual market value. By reselling the taken land at market values, they make tremendous profits that
account for increasingly large portions of their budget. This increases, naturally, the incentive to
abuse their authority, while also fueling widespread social resentment. Land takings are, therefore,
extremely likely to be coercive, which makes their frequency and volume a reasonably accurate
negative measure of how secure private property use is against unwanted government intrusion.
Rural land rights have been governed by several different regulatory regimes since the early
1980s (Zhu et al. 2007; Zhu & Prosterman 2009; Ravallion & Chen 2004). Chinese rural resi-
dents first obtained individual usage rights over arable land in the late 1970s and early 1980s, as
part of the “household responsibility systems” promoted by central and provincial governments.
While formal “ownership” of land still rested with local village collectives under this arrangement,
individual households obtained the exclusive right to till parcels of land and enjoy their produce,
subject only to official taxes and fees—in essence, they enjoyed substantively “private” usage rights
over the land. These “private” usage rights were, however, very insecure in their initial form: Most
were granted for only three years, with no guarantee of renewal, and were theoretically subject to
uncompensated reallocation and expropriation.
Usage rights were gradually strengthened through the 1980s. A 1984 policy document ex-
panded the duration of individual usage rights to 15 years, although scholars have questioned
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whether this was truly enforced (Zhu & Prosterman 2009; Hong 2004). Perhaps more signifi-
cantly, China issued its Land Management Law (LML) in 1986, giving formal legal structure to
private property usage and government takings. The LML allowed “the state,” broadly defined,
to initiate rural land taking procedures that would covert rural land into “state-owned” property,
a process that would also strip the land’s previous occupant of his or her usage rights. Although
lower-level officials were very often instrumental in proposing and implementing these procedures,
they required ultimate approval by authorities at the county level or above. Depending on how the
expropriated land was previously classified, approval from the provincial or national government
could be necessary. Furthermore, land takings must be for “the public interest,” and must give
adequate compensation to farmers who were stripped of their usage rights.
Compensation was doled out in two parts: First, the previous landholders were compensated
for their loss of usage rights, valued at 3 to 6 times the land’s average annual produce (“times
annual produce”—“TAP”). Second, they were compensated for resettlement fees, valued at 2 to
3 TAP for each member of household, but capped at 10 TAP. Total compensation would therefore
not exceed 16 TAP, but could be as low as 5 to 9 TAP. Government entities that attempted to
compress compensation to the lowest permissible level were perfectly within their rights. Once the
land had been taken, the government was free to convey it to the highest bidder, usually industrial
entrepreneurs or urban-based developers. Bidding would usually happen well before the takings
process had concluded, allowing the government to anticipate its financial return from the process
(Pils 2005).
The problem, of course, was that the value of taken land to entrepreneurs and developers, who
enthusiastically bid for virtually every piece of expropriated farmland made available to them, far
outstripped 16 TAP, to say nothing of the far lower sums that farmers were usually paid. Surveys
suggest that farmers were, in practice, usually paid significantly less than 10 percent of the land’s
“full market value” in the bidding process (Guo 2001; Su & Chan 2005; Zhu et al. 2007). As a mat-
ter of law, because farmers were not allowed to alienate their usage rights to non-agricultural pro-
ducers, they actually had no legal means of obtaining this “full market value.” Nonetheless, many
believed—not unreasonably, given the well-publicized government debates on this issue—that the
legal restrictions against full alienability might be lifted in the near-future and, therefore, that they
should hold onto the land until that day. Furthermore, fairly sophisticated black markets for land
emerged in many localities during the 1990s, which allowed farmers to illegally sell their usage
rights for far higher prices than what the government paid in takings (Ho & Lin 2003; Chen 2010;
Washburn 2011).
But even without these concerns over alienability and “full market value,” 5-16 TAP would
still fail to capture the full range of damages incurred by the original landholder: For the remain-
der of his original term of usage, he would lose out on any improvements in the pure agricultural
value of that land: technological advancements, higher real produce prices, or both. Such im-
provements could actually be very substantial, considering the relatively underdeveloped state of
Chinese agricultural technology and the dramatic growth of real grain and vegetable prices over
the past two decades. The landholder would also lose all or part of his original livelihood, along
with the psychological security and social status that conferred. In addition, high levels of inflation
in the Chinese economy over the past two decades tended to seriously devalue the compensations
as time passed. More generally, land takings and the insecurity they brought often resulted in
in distortions of investment decisions and inappropriate allocation of capital, as well as frequent
under-utilization of land, thus lowering the economic returns of all local landholders (Prosterman
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2004).
A separate but related complaint was that, although government entities are only supposed to
take land “for the public interest,” they often, perhaps usually, did so for less honorable purposes.
Suspicion towards the government’s intent was, of course, exacerbated by the enormous profits that
it made in the resale of taken land. Such suspicion was especially severe and widespread when tak-
ings were initiated by any government entity beyond the village level, which were seen—fairly—as
far less responsive to village-level interests and concerns. As several scholars have argued, the re-
selling of expropriated land swiftly became the main source of revenue for China’s county and
township governments during the 1990s and 2000s (Chen 2010; Wen & Zhu 1996).
Even when the “public interest” claim was at its strongest—when the expropriated land was
directly managed by government entities rather than resold to commercial developers, most com-
monly to build roads and highways—perceived under-compensation was nonetheless extremely
widespread (Zhu et al. 2007). In fact, road building projects, which account for near half of rural
land takings, often provoked some particularly high-profile protests, due to the larger number of
households that they tended to affect (e.g., Chen 2012). Nonetheless, resentment towards takings
were, at the individual level, probably greater when the government resold the expropriated land.
The problem, of course, is that government entities are indeed particularly enthusiastic about land
takings that create large amounts of revenue, which further feeds into the public perception that
their intentions are too often dubious (Li & Vendryes 2012; Yao 2002).
Combined, these factors regularly led to vehement resistance even when the government was
willing to pay the upper limit of 16 TAP (Guo 2001; Cai 2003). As a result, rural petitions and
riots against land takings ballooned during the 1990s, rapidly becoming one of China’s most vis-
ible social problems.3 The rapid growth of the economy actually exacerbated the problem, as it
led to dramatically increasing wealth disparity between the urban and rural sectors. Correspond-
ingly, government profit margins in land takings marched upwards, while compensation to farmers
remained largely unchanged. This led, unsurprisingly, to even more unhappiness among rural
landholders.
The central government was not blind to this: After over a year of well-publicized preparation
and drafting, including the issuance of a State Council directive banning coercive land takings,
the government revised the LML in 1998, to reflect the greater market value of land—vis-à-vis
their pure agricultural value (Zhu & Prosterman 2009). Farmers were granted, first of all, 30-years
usage rights, up from 15 years. Moreover, takings compensation levels were essentially doubled:
“Loss of land” compensation was raised to 6 to 10 TAP, while per-capita resettlement fees were
doubled to 4 to 6 TAP. Total resettlement fees were now capped at 20 TAP, meaning that total
compensation for a taking ranged between 10 to 30 TAP. The government predictably continued to
drive compensation levels as low as possible within this range.
In practice, these higher compensation thresholds did fairly little to bring down the volume of
land takings, which continued to rise in the years following the LML revision, in fact quite dra-
matically (Zhu et al. 2007). This is hardly surprising, as even the new compensation levels paled
in comparison to the skyrocketing value of land, driven by booming demand from developers and
entrepreneurs. Naturally, the widening gap between compensation and resale value fueled increas-
ing levels of social unrest, as reflected in the skyrocketing volume of related riots and petitions in
more recent years.
3There has been much reporting done on this issue. See, e.g., Yardley 2004; French 2005; Zhao 2005.
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Between 1998 and 2007, the government issued a series of legislation and regulations designed
to boost the security of rural land usage rights. In 2002, a new Land Contracting Law clarified that
rural land could not be taken without compensation, that reallocations were generally impermis-
sible within the 30 year period—barring drastic circumstances such as a natural disaster, and that
usage rights were inheritable within their expiration period. A number of follow-up policy direc-
tives also demanded that local governments obey existing laws and regulations. Finally, in 2007,
the new Property Law characterized rural land-use rights as property rights in rem, and stated that
takings compensation must be enough to maintain the farmer’s living standards “over the long
term.” Whether this latter stipulation is enforceable remains to be seen.
Commendable though they may be, none of these reforms addressed the fundamental cause
of social hostility towards land takings: Farmers continue to feel that the value of “their land,” as
reflected in both its resale value to developers and the livelihood it provides to them, is vastly higher
than the compensation they generally receive. Of course, from a purely legal point of view, the
farmers never “owned” the land, but were only granted agricultural usage rights. Nonetheless, this
has hardly stopped them from demanding a larger share of the profits, especially when government
entities usually attempt to drive a hard bargain and keep compensation levels well below their
potential legal ceiling, and when increasing numbers of farmers have access to black markets
where they can “sell” land for far higher returns. A 2005 survey of nearly 2000 households in 17
provinces found that over 70 percent of those affected by takings were “very unhappy” with their
compensation packages (Zhu et al. 2007). Meanwhile, both officials and scholars have increasingly
recognized takings-related disputes as perhaps the largest source of rural social unrest (Lum 2006).
Social hostility towards takings is further aggravated by a series of procedural issues: First,
even within the unconscionably low compensation range stipulated by law, the government rarely
consults farmers about their preferred compensation package. The 2005 survey suggests that nearly
a third of takings subjects were not notified in advance, and only a fifth were consulted about com-
pensation (Zhu et al. 2007). Second, once the land has been taken, most often coercively, farmers
have very little access to legal redress (Pils 2005). Part of this is because government entities
simply have almost no procedural obligations and very few substantive ones—only that the taking
be for “the public interest” and that compensation not fall below the rather pitiful statutory mini-
mum—and, therefore, have often done nothing illegal even when their actions infuriate the farmers.
Another part of the story is, however, undoubtedly that local governments actively threaten and re-
taliate against attempts to legally appeal takings decisions. Consequently, fewer than 1 percent of
farmers surveyed in 2005 filed formal legal challenges against either the taking itself or the com-
pensation levels. Clogging legal remedies, however, has funneled social unhappiness into “extra-
legal” complaint mechanisms, particularly direct petitions to higher-level administrative bodies.
The success rate for such petitions is, however, highly unpredictable, and depends heavily on
how much trouble the petitioners can credibly threaten government authorities with—for this rea-
son, mass petitions tend to be much more successful than normal individual petitions (Minzner
2006; Zhang 2009). In other words, these petitions are not formalized decision-making processes
conducted by state entities, but are rather fluid, opaque, and often highly contentious bargaining
processes between adversarial parties.
All things considered, there is very good reason to believe that the great majority of Chinese
farmers subject to takings from the mid-1980s to 2007 disagreed with either the taking itself or the
related compensation and, therefore, that most takings were significantly coercive—and severely
under-compensated relative to full market value. Correspondingly, all other things being equal,
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fewer takings reasonably indicates here that local property is more secure against unwanted gov-
ernment intrusion. Because it is far easier to obtain statistical data on land takings than to otherwise
(attempt to) measure the “security of private property use,” the predominantly coercive nature of
Chinese land takings actually creates highly desirable research conditions for a study like this.
Moreover, because courts and other government institutions offer very little redress for victims
of coercive takings, the most important deterrence mechanism at their disposal is, in fact, social
pressure applied through organized resistance or personal connections.
IV. Theory
A. Differentiating Between Social Networks
We argue here that strong kinship networks tend to deter land takings in rural China and, under cur-
rent socioeconomic circumstances, do so both more effectively and more consistently than other
kinds of social networks. That is, their property protecting effects have suffered less much ero-
sion from outward demographic migration than those of neighborhood organizations and religious
groups.
In theory, the existence of both neighborhood organizations and religious groups relies funda-
mentally on the physical proximity of their members: Neighborhood organizations, by definition,
are formed between neighbors. Religious groups share, of course, a faith, but in most cases also a
common geographical region: The primary reason why an individual congregates with one group
of fellow believers versus another is geographic convenience. If s/he moves to a different area, s/he
will simply join a new local congregation. Kinship networks, however, are theoretically formed on
the basis of lineage and birth. A cousin is a cousin regardless of how far away he lives. In practice,
of course, relatives who live nearby interact far more frequently than those who migrate away, but
there is at least an organizational bond that exists regardless of distance.
This bond is particularly significant given the massive waves of rural-urban migration that
have swept across China. Despite some evidence that many migrants temporarily returned to their
villages following the 2008 Financial Crisis, the number of rural-urban migrant workers—defined
as rural residents who work in urban centers—has largely remained above 100 million since 1997,
reaching as high as 140 million in 2003. Virtually no village has escaped unscathed. (Chan 2008)
Between 15 to 20 percent of rural “residents” therefore reside largely in cities and towns, to say
nothing of the many million more who have formally become urban residents. The total percentage
of the Chinese population residing in urban areas has grew from roughly 20 percent in 1982 to
over 50 percent in 2012, bringing the rural population down from over 800 million to around 675
million. Naturally, this has seriously damaged rural social networks.
Most obviously, migration decreases membership in social networks that are geographically
defined. A neighbor who leaves for the city is no longer a neighbor, and a fellow religious believer
who leaves will worship with a new group. Decreased membership directly damages the network’s
sociopolitical clout, especially its bargaining power against external government entities. This is,
first of all, a simple numbers game—a group of 100 people carries more social weight than a group
of 75—but also reflects the psychological uncertainty among those who stay. They may reasonably
choose to afford less respect and cooperation to fellow members who seem likely to emigrate soon,
thereby damaging group solidarity and cohesion.
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As discussed above, however, migration may have less devastating effects on social networks
that are less reliant on bonds of physical proximity. Although kinship networks experience as much
emigration as any other kind of network, the social bonds between relatives do not dissolve upon
emigration as entirely as those between neighbors, or even members of the same local religious
group. While it may be unrealistic to assume that emigrated relatives will still participate sub-
stantively in group activities, they usually do maintain a basic level of contact with other relatives,
despite the physical distance: They are often expected to send some of their savings back to close
relatives, to call back with some regularity, and to try, at least, to return home for several weeks
during Spring Festival. The latter, in particular, sustains a substantial social bond between them
and their village of original residency. If and when they return, they may, of course, choose to
socialize with old neighbors or fellow religious believers, but those social ties themselves carry no
inherent obligation to return. In other words, a migrant with few relatives in his hometown will
probably not maintain regular contact, unless s/he has other reasons—unrelated to membership in
any social network—to do so.
Our empirical results show that the property protecting effects of kinship networks are much
more substantial and resilient under conditions of heavy rural-urban emigration—that is, they are
both far more statistically significant across rural China, and deteriorate less when there is heavy
migration—than those of neighborhood organizations or religious groups.4 This suggests that,
consistent with the above deductions, kinship networks are indeed comparatively less affected by
migration and the physical distance it creates between members.
B. Differentiating Between Mechanisms
But what do these results imply about the link between kinship networks and secure private prop-
erty use? The discussion above identified three mechanisms through which kinship networks may
protect private property use against external intrusion. In theory, of course, rural Chinese kinship
networks can make use of all three mechanisms: Certainly, the heavily overlapping social lives that
kinsmen lead facilitate information sharing, and certainly kinship networks commonly provide a
leadership structure and norms of seniority. Moreover, the large batch of ritualistic social interac-
tions that kinship norms commonly demand provide a natural foundation for repeated interaction
and social reciprocity between kinsmen. Kinsmen are expected, for example, to visit each other
on major holidays, particularly during the Spring Festival, Qingming, Duanwu and Mid-Autumn,
and would in any case meet each other regularly at ancestor worship rituals or other collective
activities. As discussed above, kinship networks also help organize and regularize interaction with
4One anonymous review has asked if kinsmen stand to share in the gains of retaining control of land in ways that
religious or neighborhood affiliates do not. The basic answer is that the Chinese rural land system gives no preference
to extended family members in inheritance or land reallocation issues. If a piece of land is lost to a government taking,
no villager except the immediate landholders lose anything in the short run, but over the long run, if those unfortunate
landholders have yet to leave the village by the time of the next major reallocation (presumably in 20-30 years, when
the previous allocation of usage rights expire), then the total pot of land that will be allocated to all villagers will
be slightly diminished. So while other villages could share in the gains of retaining control of land, this gain is
unpredictable and usually not very substantial, considering the most land-takings only affect around 1 percent of the
village’s total land. Moreover, because extended family members are given no special status in reallocations, kinsmen
who are not part of one’s immediate household have basically the exact same incentives as neighbors, friends, or
other social acquaintances. These incentives do not, therefore, explain the empirical discrepancy we observe between
different kinds of networks.
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other kinship networks and, therefore, provide repeated action-like behavior incentives even for
interaction between non-relatives. Finally, in obvious ways, kinship affinity is a potentially major
source of pure altruistic behavior.
That said, all three mechanisms also theoretically apply to other kinds of social networks:
Neighborhood organizations and religious groups likewise provide strong information-sharing
mechanisms and organizational structures. Both encourage regular interaction and reciprocity
between members and between different social groups. Both also encourage altruistic behavior,
the former by encouraging friendship and “neighborliness,” the latter often through direct moral
exhortations. It is possible, of course, to argue that different kinds of social networks invoke differ-
ent mechanisms to different degrees—for example, religious exhortation might generate stronger
altruism than “neighborliness,” but such degree comparisons are difficult to measure.
The fact that, among these social networks, kinship networks are uniquely effective at de-
terring land takings under current conditions of rural-urban migration allows us to differentiate,
to some extent, between these three mechanisms. It suggests that kinship networks rely signif-
icantly on either mechanism two or mechanism three—reciprocity or altruism—to deter against
land takings in rural China: Of the three mechanisms, the provision of information-sharing and or-
ganizational apparatuses is the only one that does not theoretically benefit—relative to other social
networks—from the long-distance social ties that kinship networks are uniquely effective in main-
taining. Social reciprocity exists only when interpersonal or inter-group interaction is reasonably
predictable and regular. Altruism, too, is commonly thought to be stronger if interaction is more
predictable.
In-depth information sharing with other members, on the other hand, is unrealistic while living
in remote cities, as is effective contribution to group organization. Regularized contact a few times
a year—which is what emigrated relatives usually maintain with their hometown—does little to
alleviate these problems, even if it may deter cheating on an individual basis. In short, physical
proximity is an irreplaceable precondition for these activities. A 100-member kinship network that
experiences 20 percent emigration loses as much capacity here as any other social network under
similar conditions. This is not to deny the existence of mechanism one, but simply to point out that,
by itself, it cannot explain the migration-resiliency of kinship networks. This implies, therefore,
that—barring, for now, the existence of a fourth or fifth large-scale mechanism that has thus far
escaped academic attention—either mechanism two or mechanism three is at work.
Differentiating between mechanisms two and three requires a different strategy. As discussed
above, social networks help sustain reciprocity both between members of the same network and
between representatives of different networks. The latter effect encourages cooperative behavior
even between members of different networks: Even if the members themselves rarely interact, any
cheating between them will generally draw the intervention of network leaders who do maintain
repeated contact. Altruism, on the other hand, usually applies only to members of the same social
network. Neither kinship bonds nor neighborliness commonly encourage altruism to outsiders.
Religious faith may do so, but that is ultimately a matter of personal conviction, distinct from the
social network effects of religious groups.
Therefore, if altruism is indeed one of the major mechanisms through which Chinese kinship
networks deter takings, we would expect to see that such deterrence is somewhat stronger when
kinship networks are larger and more concentrated. For example, a village with one large kinship
network that occupies 80 percent of its population will likely enjoy more aggregate altruism than a
similarly-sized village with 4 kinship networks, each occupying 20 percent. In the former village,
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80 percent of residents will, in theory, act somewhat altruistically towards 80 percent of residents,
whereas, in the latter village, 80 percent of residents will act somewhat altruistically towards only
20 percent of residents. All other things being equal, the former village should enjoy both a higher
capacity for collective action and more altruistic behavior from its political leaders.
It seems intuitively possible that these expectations may be partially offset by weaker personal
ties between relatives in a larger kinship network. In other words, an individual is altruistic to-
wards more relatives, but also less altruistic towards individual relatives. This may conceivably be
because there is an “upper limit,” so to speak, of how much energy and emotional investment a
person can devote towards social relations, and therefore engaging in more relations will “dilute”
the intensity of each individual relation.5 There is, of course, a significant theoretical literature on
whether the size of a social network affects its capacity for collective action (e.g., Lake and Huck-
feldt 1998; McClurg 2003). Generally speaking, capacity should depend more on the network’s
organizational characteristics than on its raw size, but under some circumstances, larger size may
indeed correlate with a mildly lower likelihood of individual participation in collective activities
(Siegel 2009). Even so, the accumulative collective action capacity of larger, fully interconnected,
networks with a combination of strong and weak connections—which basically describes the struc-
ture of a typical kinship network—are nonetheless substantially higher, in theory, than comparably
sized collections of smaller networks6. Applied to altruism context discussed above, this still
means that villages with one large kinship network will likely have more aggregate altruism than
those with several smaller ones.
The results below will show that villages with only one dominant kinship network actually
display far higher levels of land takings than those divided among several smaller kinship networks
of comparable cumulative size. In fact, the former category has basically the same level of land
takings as villages with no significant kinship networks at all. These results are highly inconsistent
with “altruism” being a major driving provider of social cooperation and collective action. In
addition, we run direct tests of whether village political leaders’ kinship affiliation—whether they
belong to one of the largest kinship networks in the village—affected the level of land takings. We
find no evidence that political leaders’ potential good-will towards their own kinsmen decreased
the frequency of land takings. All in all, patterns of altruistic behavior do not emerge from our
results.
Of course, none of this really explains why a collection of smaller kinship networks is signif-
icantly more effective at deterring takings than one unified network. The primary objective here
is to use these results to demonstrate the limitations of an “altruism story,” not to fully explain the
results themselves, which would be a separate, perhaps more complicated, project than the one at
hand. One somewhat plausible hypothesis is that, given that there are always some village resi-
dents who are not part of any major kinship network, a large, dominant network might attempt to
“sacrifice” the landholdings of these unconnected residents in the face of state aggression; whereas
such “sacrificing” might be more difficult to coordinate among a collection of smaller networks,
potentially because information and bargaining costs prevent effective cross-network negotiation
on who to sacrifice.7 This raises, however, the question of why similar information and bargain-
ing costs do not seem to arise when these networks are collectively combating state intrusion,
5This is consistent with the finding, made by several political economists, that strong participation in one kind of
social relation tends to diminish the strength of other social ties one may have (Alesina and Guliano 2010).
6See, for example, the comparison between “small world” networks and “village networks” in Siegel, 2009
7We thank an anonymous reviewer for this suggestion.
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but perhaps there are social and psychological differences between coordinating the “selling out”
of neighbors and coordinating the protection of private property use. These issues deserve more
attention than we can afford in this paper.
V. Data and Methods
A. Data
We use data from two sources. First is the Chinese Ministry of Agriculture’s National Fixed-
Point Survey (NFS), a large-scale—in fact, the largest of its kind—longitudinal rural household
survey that began in 1986. It tracks about 23,000 rural households in about 300 villages in all
continental Chinese provinces and surveys them each year, with the exception of 1992 and 1994.8
A stratified representative and random sampling strategy is adopted in collecting this data, in which
a representative sample of counties is first selected from each province based on their geographic
topology and per-capita income. The sample covers, in the end, 13.5% of the 2600 counties in
China. One village is then chosen from each selected county, from which a random sample of 50
to 100 households are surveyed, depending on the population share of each county in the province.
The sample used by this paper covers a panel of 300 villages in 31 provinces from 1986 to 2008,
and provides information on village demographics, household income, land distribution, migration
and numerous other variables.
Second, we utilize the Village Democracy Survey (VDS), conducted by Gerard Miquel, Nancy
Qian and Yang Yao in 2006 and 2011. The VDS provides retrospective information on the social
structure and political reform histories of the same villages covered in the NFS. In particular, the
survey provides detailed information on sociopolitical characteristics of the village leaders, the
presence of social networks, including traditional kinship groups, in the village, and administra-
tive information on all previous land redistributions and takings. We know of no other large-scale
survey that provides this information. In our sample of 246 villages, 238 overlap with our 300-
village sample of the NFS survey. This 238-village overlap—covering about 8% of China’s coun-
ties—constitutes our main data source.
Most of the main variables in the VDS survey are obtained from village administrative records
and, unlike most retrospective data, are therefore not subject to lapses in memory. For information
not covered in the records, the survey relies on the collective response of current and former living
village leaders and elders, all of whom were present together when the survey took place. The only
main variables in our study that rely on these responses are those related to lineage genealogies.
Other than that, our main dependent variables (measures of the frequency of land takings) and
main independent variables (measures of social networks within the villages) rely on administrative
records.
8No other preexisting survey contains representative samples from all 31 provinces.
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B. Descriptive Statistics and Measurement Strategies
1. Basic Village Characteristics
Our objective, as stated above, is to test whether the presence of kinship networks in villages
affect the security of private property—in the Chinese context, this refers to the security of the 30-
year land usage rights that farmers possess—and to differentiate between the various mechanisms
through which these effects take place. Specifically, we focus on security against government
expropriation, and therefore measure the security of private property use by the number of land
takings within the survey’s time frame.
Table 1 shows some summary statistics from our sampled villages. The average per-capita
land holding in our sample is about 1.46 mu (about 0.24 acres), while the average village has about
430 households and 1700 residents. 52.4% of sampled villages have experienced at least one land
taking between 1987 and 2006, with the frequency of takings increasing sharply in more recent
times. The mean number of land takings-per-village comes to about 1, largely consistent with
national administrative data.
2. The Dependent Variable
Although the survey only records the number of land takings, and not the volume of each taking,
there is good reason to believe that frequency alone is a passable, but not ideal, indicator of how
difficult it is for the government to take land in that village. First, most takings are qualitatively
similar in volume. A quick calculation based on national administrative data shows that, the aver-
age rural land taking in recent years amounts to around 20 mu per village (about 3 acres), or about
1 percent of the average village’s total landholding.9 Anecdotal evidence suggests, however, that
takings below 15 mu per village are very rare, perhaps because they are generally not worth the
trouble.10 It seems reasonable to assume that the great majority of takings fall between 15 and
25 mu per village. In any given village, the amount of resistance aroused by a 15-mu taking is
unlikely to differ substantively from that of a 25-mu taking.
Second, in terms of generating opposition from villagers, the volume of land taking is of
secondary importance compared to the frequency. The extra opposition faced by expanding the
taking from 10 mu to 20 mu is likely to be far smaller than the extra opposition of taking 10
mu a second time: Promises that “we will not take land again unless absolutely necessary” will
lose credibility, while villagers may become more agitated over what they see as a repeat offense.
Multiple takings in a single village is, therefore, a much stronger indicator of weak deterrence than
9According to the best survey data we have (Zhu et al. 2007), perhaps 10 percent or so of Chinese villages
experienced a taking in 2005. There are some 930,000 villages in China. (Thurston 2002) In 2005, the total volume
of rural land taking was around 1.9 million mu. (Ding 2006) This averages to about 20 mu taken per affected village.
In previous years, both the number of villages affected and the total volume taken were considerably lower, hence the
average per-village taking size was roughly comparable.
10This is based on personal conversations with village leaders in Tianyuan Village, Zhejiang Province (July 25,
2008) and Xishuinian Village, Hebei Province (June 5, 2002), as part of a Peking University sociological research
team led by Yang Shanhua and Cheng Weimin. While the circumstances varied from village to village—the Xishuinian
village chief stated that he knew of no taking in nearby villages that went below 15 mu, whereas the Tianyuan village
chief could recall one taking of 12 mu in a neighboring village (an “outlier,” according to him)—8 of 11 land takings
that we encountered in our interviews fell into the 15-25 mu range. Apart from the 12 mu taking near Tianyuan, there
were two larger takings of 40 and 50 mu, respectively, around Xishuinian.
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one taking of a larger volume. All in all, the survey’s frequency data provide a serviceable measure
of security against government intrusion.
3. Independent Variables
To measure the presence of kinship networks, we combine information from several independent
measures. One commonly-employed predictor of kinship networks is the presence of a large sur-
name that covers a substantial share of the village population. (Peng 2004) In our sample, the
median number of surnames in a village is 19, the median population share of the two largest
surnames is 30% and 16%, respectively, and the median for the total population share of the four
largest surname is 78.3%. However, the mere existence of large surnames is no guarantee that
people who shared a surname actually engaged in substantive kinship bonding—North China, for
example, has historically been festered with counterexamples. (Pomeranz 1993) Instead, we use
two other, more accurate, indicators to evaluate the presence and strength of kinship networks:
whether active ancestral halls exist, and whether surnames maintain lineage genealogies.
The 2011 VDS records provides these indicators, as well as the population share for each of
the four largest surnames in all villages. In addition, the 2006 VDS records the total number of
ancestral halls and the total lineage genealogies, including those for the four largest surnames in
the village. Based on the information collected from both rounds of the VDS, 17.3% of the villages
have at least one ancestral hall, and in 77.8% of those villages, the largest surname possessed one
of these halls. At the same time, 42.3 % of the villages have at least one surname that maintains
a genealogy of the extended family—the average number of lineage genealogies in a village is
actually 2.31. Among the four largest surnames in each village, 35.7% are bound by strong kinship
ties (defined as having at least one of the kinship indicator dummies equal to one), bringing the
population share of kinship networks to 33.3% on average.
The paper’s main independent variable, kinship1, which is a dummy for the existence of or-
ganized kinship networks in the village, incorporates information from all these indicators. In
particular, a village is recorded as having significant kinship networks (i.e., kinship1=1), if either
the population share of kinship networks among the four largest surnames (as defined above) is
greater than 50% of the entire village, or if the proportion of surnames having either an ances-
tral hall or a lineage genealogy is above the 85th percentile of that measure among all villages.11
This represents a significant improvement over some previous attempts to identify the presence of
strong kinship networks, in that it only captures villages in which a significant share of residents
actually engage in collective kinship-based activity.
Villages that have kinship1=1 can be further separated into two different categories: first, those
dominated by one well-organized kinship network, and second, those that have relatively dispersed
kinship networks. In order to differentiate between these two categories, the paper further separates
all kinship1=1 villages into two subsamples and creates two other kinship measures. Kinship2 is
a dummy indicating not only kinship1=1, but also that only one of the four largest surnames
11The 85th percentile cutoff line captures virtually all villages that have at least one ancestral hall (the median
village in our sample has none), and also villages in which over 37.5 percent of surnames—largely correlating to over
half the village population—have a lineage genealogy. We chose this cutoff line to capture villages with ancestral
halls, and then applied the same line to lineage genealogies, mainly for the sake of simplicity and consistency, but also
because it does capture the great majority of villages where over half the population has a lineage genealogy. Overall,
43.9 percent of villages in our sample have at least one lineage genealogy.
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is organized into a tight kinship network (as defined above), or if the total number of ancestral
halls in the village is one. Because kinship1=1 already requires that the population share or the
percentage of surnames with strong kinship ties reach a fairly high level, a village can only have
kinship2=1 if the village has a very high surname concentration and the dominant surname in the
village is organized under strong kinship ties. Kinship3 is a dummy that incorporates all other
villages that have kinship1=1. Creating these two measures allows us to examine whether large
and concentrated kinship networks affect land takings differently than smaller, more fragmented
kinship networks. Within our sample, 48.0% of villages are kinship1 villages, with 8.2% and
39.8% falling respectively into the kinship2 and kinship3 categories.
We also measure the presence of other networks in the village. The presence of either Buddhist,
Catholic, or Islamic religious groups is indicated by a dummy that equals 1 if the population share
of that particular religious group is above the 85th percentile among all villages—95th percentile
for Islam, due to the relatively low number of villages with a Muslim community. The presence of
strong neighborhood organizations is indicated by a dummy that equals 1 when there are irrigation
cooperatives in the village. These cooperatives are generally formed between farmers with adjacent
plots, and allow the pooling of monetary and human resources to construct larger scale irrigation
works. They rely, therefore, on both close socioeconomic ties and physical proximity, in basically
the same way that strong neighborhood organizations do.
We use the presence of a temple in the village as a separate social network dummy. This is
conceptually distinct from—if practically connected to—the religious group dummies. Traditional
Chinese folk religion involves a blend of Confucianism, Daoism, Buddhism, and local cults. While
village temples may be more or less oriented towards a specific set of ritualistic practices, they are
rarely restricted to any one religion, and do not exclude villagers based on religious belief. They
also host a wide range of predominantly secular activities—local festivals during secular holidays,
opera performances, and movie showings, for example. (Tsai 2007) In practice, then, temples
generally indicate a mixture of religious organization and secular bonding between neighbors. At
the very least, their existence suggests the existence of voluntary social organizations at work
within the village. They are, however, generally unrelated to kinship networks, which conduct
their business in separate venues such as ancestral halls.
All social network indicators used in this paper are based on one-time information collected in
the 2006 or 2011 VDS survey. We assume, therefore, that these networks, as part of the village’s
sociocultural and historical legacy, are developed over the long run and thus relatively constant be-
tween 1986 to 2006 (or 2011). At least, we assume that their existence is relatively time-invariant
compared to other variables we examine, such as village election outcomes and local labor alloca-
tion. In China, the household registration system makes permanent migration relatively difficult.
As a result, cross-village mobility is low, and the lineage structure within a village usually expe-
riences little change over time. A comparison of the two rounds of the VDS survey shows that
among the 249-village sample used in the paper, only in two of them are the largest two surnames
in 2006 no longer among the four largest surnames in 2011. Miquel et al. (2012), using both the
VDS survey and the National Gazetteer of the Qing Dynasty for 1820, find high correlation be-
tween the presence of an in-use temple in a village in 2006 and the presence of a historical temple
in the same county in 1820, lending support to our assumption that social networks are long-term
outcomes.
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C. Empirical Strategy
In order to measure whether, and to what extent, kinship networks protect villagers against coercive
land takings, we run the following regression:
yi = β0 +β1kinshipi + γXi + εi (1)
Here, yi is the number of land takings in village i, and kinshipi, as discussed above, is a measure
of kinship networks in that same village. β1 measures the effect of organized kinship networks
on the frequency of land takings. If kinship networks effectively protect villagers against coercive
takings, we should find β1 to be negative.
Theoretically, the level of land takings may be correlated with kinship networks even when
there is no causality relation between the two. For instance, kinship ties may be weaker in villages
that are closer to urban centers, where the greater availability of outside economic opportunities
allows villagers to be less reliant on local relatives. At the same time, land takings may occur more
frequently in these villages, due to the higher commercial value of land—compared, especially, to
its agricultural value. Similarly, better education for the village labor force theoretically provides
villagers with better outside employment options, therefore weakening intra-village kinship ties,
while also lowering the relative agricultural value of village land, and therefore reducing the costs
of land takings.
In order to eliminate such endogeneity, the paper controls for a group of village characteristics,
Xi, that could potentially be correlated with both kinship networks and land taking frequencies.
Specifically, Xi includes dummies of whether the village is located in a city suburb or a mining
area, the village’s geographic typology type, the main crop cultivated in the village, the distance
from the nearest main road, the number of households, the per capita net income, the village
government’s annual revenue, and the average education level of the village labor force. We also
conduct other robustness tests for this regression, including controlling for province fixed-effects
and the presence of other social networks.
Another potential concern is reverse causality: whether villagers endogenously form or dis-
solve social networks in response to land takings. The most likely scenario here, however, is that
land takings, by increasing the incentive for collective action, would in fact strengthen intra-village
social networks. This would actually bias our results positively. In other words, any negative cor-
relation between kinship networks and land takings is unlikely to be the result of reverse causation.
We also test, by running the following regressions, whether the negative effect of kinship
networks on land takings is due to village officials’ greater—conceivably altruistic—concern for
the interests of their own kinsmen. This may conceivably happen when a large share of land
takings are initiated by village officials, rather than higher authorities, and, furthermore, when
these officials find it either efficient or necessary to target their own kinsmen:
yit = β0 +β11stV Hit +β21stkini +β3otherkini
+β41stV Hit ∗1stkini +β51stV Hit ∗otherkini + εit (2)
Regression (2) focuses only on the largest surname in the village. yit is the dummy of whether
land takings occurred in village i in year t. 1stV Hit is a dummy indicating whether the village
leader at year t belongs to the largest surname of village i. 1stkini is a dummy indicating whether
the largest surname in village i has strong kinship ties—that is, has an ancestral hall or lineage
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genealogy—and otherkini is a dummy indicating the existence of significant kinship networks in
the village despite the absence of strong kinship ties in the largest surname.
If kinship networks deter against land takings largely because village officials desire to keep
their own kinsmen happy, then we should expect such deterrence to be stronger in years where
village officials belong to one of the village’s kinship networks, and weaker otherwise. Conversely,
if the largest surname of village i is organized into a kinship network, we should expect the village
leaders of that surname to expropriate land less frequently compared to other village leaders in the
same village, after we control for the presence of other kinship groups and their differential effect
on village leaders from different surnames. Similarly, we should expect village leaders from other
surnames to expropriate less compared to village officials from the largest surname, if the largest
surname is not organized into a kinship network, but other surnames are. Thus, β4 , which measures
the difference (after controlling for otherkini and 1stV Hit ∗otherkini) between the negative effect
of 1stkini on land taking frequency in village-years where village officials belonged to the largest
surname and the negative effect of 1stkini in other village-years, should be negative. Similarly,
β5 , which measures the difference (after controlling for 1stkini and 1stV Hit ∗ 1stkini) between
the negative effect of otherkini on land taking frequency in village-years where village officials
belonged to the largest surname and the negative effect of otherkini in other village-years, should
be positive. We then use the same empirical strategy to run a similar regression for the second
largest surname in the village.
yit = β0 +β1Ownkinit +β2Otherkinit + εit (3)
Regression (3) expands this analysis to cover the four largest surnames in the village, and
tests whether the village leader belonging to any major kinship network affects his land taking
behavior. Again, yit is the dummy of whether land takings occurred in village i in year t. Ownkinit
is a dummy indicating whether the village leader’s surname, if one of the four largest surnames in
the village, is organized into a kinship network. Otherkinit is a dummy indicating that the village
possesses strong kinship networks (i.e., kinship1=1), despite the fact that the village leader’s own
surname is not one of them. Because we only have data on surname-specific kinship behavior for
the four largest surnames in each village, we will restrict this regression to village-years where the
village leader belongs to one of them. If kinship networks deter land takings mainly because of
village officials’ goodwill towards their own kinsmen, we should expect Ownkinit to have a larger
negative effect on land takings than Otherkinit—that is, β1 should be negative and smaller than β2.
In order to illustrate how kinship networks may differ from other types of social networks—more
specifically, how kinship networks may be less vulnerable to the undermining effects of demo-
graphic mobility, the paper runs the following regression:
yi = β0 +β1kinshipi +β2othernetworki +β3kinshipi ∗migrationi+
β4othernetworki ∗migrationi +β5migrationi + γXi + εi (4)
Again, yi is the number of land takings in village i, and kinshipi, as discussed above, is a measure
of kinship networks in that same village. Here, we attempt to capture both the effect of kinship
networks and the effect of another network—measured either by the neighborhood organization
dummy or the religious group dummy discussed above—on land taking through β1 and β2. If
both are negative, we then look to the interaction terms between the average percentage of village
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residents who are migrant workers and these network dummies, in order to estimate how much
migration impacts their deterrence effect against land takings. If higher levels of migration un-
dermine deterrence, we should expect the coefficients on the interaction terms, β3 and β4 to be
positive. Finally, if kinship networks are indeed less susceptible to such undermining, we should
expect β3 to be numerically lower that β4 . The same list of village controls, Xi, as in equation (1)
is added to eliminate possible endogeneity.
VI. Results
A. Main Results
Table 2 shows the results from regression (1), in which we test the effects of kinship networks on
the village-specific land taking risks. In all columns, the dependent variable is the number of land
takings that have occurred in our sample period, and we have controlled Xi, our bundle of village
characteristic controls.
In column (1) and (2), we regress the number of land takings against dummies of whether
ancestral halls and lineage genealogies exist in the village as well as the against the population
share of kinship networks that are among the four largest surnames. Compared to column (1),
column (2) adds in province fixed effects as additional controls. As we can observe from the
results in both columns. The presence of both ancestral halls and family trees seem to negatively
affect the frequency of land takings, and conditional on their presence, the higher the population
share of large kinship networks, the lower the village’s land taking risk.
Column (3) to (6) show our main results when we regress the number of land takings against
kinship1, our primary kinship measure. As shown in column (3), the presence of significant kin-
ship networks has a negative and significant effect on the number of land takings. To further
eliminate endogeneity, we add in province fixed effects in column (4). Columns (5) and (6) repeat
the regressions in columns (3) and (4), but add in additional controls for the dummies for all other
observed social networks—neighborhood organizations, temples, and Catholic, Buddhist and Is-
lamic religious groups—to eliminate any endogeneity due to correlation between kinship networks
and other social networks in the village. In all columns, the coefficient of kinship1 remains posi-
tive and significant, and actually increases in magnitude from column (3) to column (4). All in all,
these results clearly indicate that the presence of significant kinship networks tend to decrease the
number of land takings.
B. Concentrated vs. Scattered Kinship Networks
To further examine whether large, concentrated kinship networks affect land takings to a sub-
stantially different degree than smaller and more diverse kinship networks—which, as discussed
above, is a key step in identifying the potential effect of altruistic behavior—we repeat the same
regression in columns (5) to (8) of Table 2 on kinship2 and kinship3. The results are presented
in Table 3. While the effects of kinship3 on land takings remain significantly negative and similar
in magnitude to the effects of kinship1, the coefficients on kinship2 are not significantly different
from zero. This suggests that kinship networks exert very weak effects on land takings when only
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one kinship network dominates the entire village. Instead, the protective effect of kinship networks
exists only when several kinship networks of somewhat smaller size cohabitate the village.
For robustness, the paper has also repeated all regressions in Table 2 and Table 3 using a Tobit
model. The results, which are not shown here, remain the same.
C. The Role of Village Officials
We then examine whether, and to what extent, the property-protecting effects of kinship networks
were generated by village officials behaving cooperatively, perhaps altruistically, towards their
own kinsmen. Table 4 shows the results of regression (2), in which we focus on the behavior of
village leaders from the largest surname in the villages. In all columns, the dependent variable is a
dummy of whether a land taking occurs in a particular year, and all standard errors are clustered at
the village level to observe correlated errors of the same village across different years. We first run
a baseline model of the regression in column (1) without any controls. Column (2) then adds in
village fixed effects, while column (3) controls for both village and year fixed effects. Columns (4)
to (6) repeat the regressions in columns (1) to (3) with the addition of Xit . Xit includes the same set
of variables that we include in regression (1) as controls, except that now the observations of each
variable are at the village-year level. In other words, Xit includes dummies of whether the village
is located in a city suburb or a mining area, the village’s geographic typology type, the main crop
cultivated in the village, the distance from the nearest main road, the number of households, the
per capita net income, the village government’s annual revenue, and the average education level of
the village labor force.
Contrary to what we would expect if cooperative behavior by village officials towards their
kinsmen was a major protective factor, β4, the coefficient of the interaction term between the
dummy of the largest surname having kinship ties and the dummy of the village leader belonging
to largest village surname, is not negative. Nor is β5, the coefficient of the interaction term between
the dummy of other surnames having kinship ties and the dummy of the village chief belonging to
the largest surname, positive. Both interaction effects are statistically indistinguishable from zero,
implying that village leaders are not less likely to expropriate land when they belong to a large
kinship network.
We then repeat this regression, but replace the largest surname in the village with the second
largest surname. The results are presented in Table 5. Although we do have a significant and
negative β4 this time in columns (2) and (3), the estimation does not remain robust once additional
controls are added, and becomes indistinguishable from zero in columns (4) to (6). Moreover, we
notice that β5 is in fact more negative than β4, and remains significant in all columns. There is,
therefore, no sign that village officials favored their own kinsmen. If anything, the results seem to
suggest that village officials from the second largest surname behave more responsibly when the
village possesses significant kinship networks, but they do not personally belong to any of them.
Table 6 presents the results of regression (3), in which we expand the analysis to cover the
four largest surnames in the village. Column (1) of Table 6 runs a baseline model of regression (3)
without any controls. Column (2) adds in village fixed effects, while column (3) controls for both
village and year fixed effects. Columns (4) to (6) repeat the regressions in columns (1) to (3) with
the addition of Xit , the set of additional controls mentioned in the first paragraph of this section.
Here, too, the village leader belonging to a major kinship network has no significant negative effect
on land taking frequency. In fact, in all columns except for the first, the difference between β1,
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the coefficient of whether the village leader’s own surname is organized into a kinship network,
and β2, the coefficient of the presence of other kinship networks in the village, is positive. This
suggests that other kinship networks actually had a greater deterrence effect on the village leader’s
land takings decisions than his own kinship network.
D. Searching for Altruism
Collectively, these results allow us to narrow down the potential mechanisms through which kin-
ship networks deterred against coercive land takings. The existing theoretical literature identifies,
as discussed above, three major possibilities: decreasing information and organization costs, en-
couraging regular social interaction and reciprocity, and boosting altruism. Our results suggest that
altruism played no significant role: There are two kinds of altruism potentially at play in the land
takings context—altruism between village officials and landholders, and altruism between land-
holders. The former is categorically ruled out by the results in Table 4, 5, and 6, which show that
cooperative behavior by village officials towards their kinsmen did not deter against land takings.
In fact, the fact that other kinship networks actually had a greater deterrence effect on the village
leader’s land takings decisions than his own kinship network strongly suggest that the political be-
havior of village elites was driven primarily by pragmatic considerations of cost and benefit, rather
than by altruism. The latter, for reasons explained in Section 4.2, is inconsistent with the fact that
kinship3’s coefficient in regression 2 is significantly negative, whereas kinship2’s coefficient is
effectively zero: if altruism did play a significant role, villages with one dominant kinship network
should not have fared so poorly.
We are left, then, with two possible mechanisms: First, kinship networks may supply information-
sharing and organizational institutions, which help victimized landholders identify and organize
potential allies for collective retaliation against coercive takings. Second, kinship networks may
facilitate regular social interaction—both within and across network boundaries—which then gen-
erates higher levels of reciprocity and cooperation both between individual landholders and be-
tween local officials and landholders.
E. Reciprocity and Migration
We cannot rule out either of these mechanisms. We do, however, provide evidence suggesting
that mechanism two was particularly significant and, indeed, best explains why kinship networks
are substantially different from other kinds of social networks. We demonstrate that, compared
to other kinds of social networks, the property protecting effects of kinship networks are not only
much more significant, but also less vulnerable to erosion by outward demographic migration.
As discussed in Section Four, this provides indirect proof that mechanism two was especially
important: Given that altruism did not seem to play a major role, sustaining reciprocity is the only
mechanism that can explain why rural-urban migration, which is the dominant demographic and
social challenge facing nearly all Chinese village-level social networks, affects kinship networks
less severely. If the sharing of information and organizational resources was the only, or even the
dominant, mechanism at work, then kinship networks should theoretically have been affected to a
similar extent as religious groups and neighborhood organizations.
We first examine whether the existence of other social networks, including Christian, Buddhist,
and Islamic religious groups, village temples, and neighborhood-based organizations, deter land
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takings. To do this, we repeat regression (1), as shown in columns (3) to (6) of Table 2, but replace
our kinship measure with dummies for these other social networks. In results not shown in this
paper, no other social network has a significant main coefficient in their respective regression. This
result alone suggests that, under China’s current socioeconomic circumstances—dramatic eco-
nomic growth and rapid urbanization driven by massive rural-urban migration—kinship networks
have become the most important, perhaps only, source of collective organization and mobilization
in rural China.
Table 7 presents the results of regression (4), in which we compare the effects of migration
on kinship networks with its effects on other social networks. In these comparative regressions,
only two other social networks have a negative main coefficient β2, which measures, in this regres-
sion, the effect of these social networks on land takings in the absence of interference by kinship
networks or significant migration. These are neighborhood-based organizations (organizations of
physically proximate households), measured by a dummy indicating the presence of an irrigation
cooperative, and Islamic groups, measured by a dummy indicating that the population share of
Muslims in the village is above the 95th percentile of all villages. Neither of the negative main
effects are statistically significant, whereas the effects of kinship networks (β1) are, as in previous
regressions, negative and significant. That said, neighborhood organizations do consistently have
negative coefficients even after we add additional controls and province fixed-effects. For the sake
of thoroughness, we present the regression results of (4) for both.
In each column of Table 7, we compare kinship networks with one other network: neighbor-
hood organizations in columns (1) to (3), and Islamic groups in columns (4) to (6). We regress
the number of land takings over kinship1, the dummy for the comparative network, the percent of
village laborers who are migrant workers, and the interaction terms between migration and the two
compared network dummies. Columns (1) and (4) show the results of a baseline model where no
controls are added. Columns (2) and (5) add in the aforementioned collection of village controls,
Xi. Finally, columns (3) and (6) add province fixed effects on top of the village controls.
As we can see in β3 − β4, regardless of which comparative network one chooses, once any
control variable is added, the coefficient of the interaction term between kinship1 and migration
levels (β3) is consistently lower than the coefficient of the interaction term between the comparative
network dummy and migration levels (β4). In addition, in all columns, β3 and β4 are positive.
These results indicate, first of all, that migration does indeed erode the collective action benefits
of social networks. More importantly, they suggest that, compared to other social networks, the
deterrence effect of kinship networks on land takings is generally less likely to diminish under
conditions of migration. This supports our hypothesis that kinship networks are more effective
at sustaining intra-network social reciprocity over long distances and, therefore, are eroded less
severely by migration. These results remain robust after the addition of all village controls and
province fixed-effects.
VII. Conclusion
Our results demonstrate, ultimately, that kinship networks do indeed deter against land takings in
rural China and, in fact, do so much more resiliently under large-scale external migration than
neighborhood or religion-based networks. They also suggest that this deterrence effect probably
had little to do with altruism between kinsmen, but much to do with the maintenance of social
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reciprocity, both between kinsmen and between different kinship networks. These are, we be-
lieve, more reliable empirical conclusions than those drawn from the cross-nation comparisons in
preexisting studies.
There are, of course, a number of limitations to our analysis. First, it goes only as far as our
data can take it: the surveys we utilize are the best available, but we nonetheless leave open the
possibility that superior surveying in the future may substantively update our findings. Second,
we have thus far avoided the issue of whether a case study of China is indeed theoretically repre-
sentative. There is little in the above analysis that is strongly country specific—the way kinship
networks operate in China, at least for our purposes, is not intuitively different from how they op-
erate in other countries, nor is the observation that kinship ties are eroded less by migration than
social ties based on physical proximity. Nonetheless, we welcome similar studies of other regions
or time-periods. We do believe that a collection of such studies would shed more light on the rela-
tionship between kinship and property than broad cross-nation comparisons. China, given its size
and growing global influence, is a good place to start.
Finally, this paper has only considered the relationship between kinship networks and state
intrusion into private property use. It leaves open the question of whether, and how, kinship net-
works affect property intrusion by non-state actors, and, therefore, falls short of comprehensively
assessing the impact of kinship networks on property security. Given that kinship networks seem
to substantially boost social reciprocity and cooperation, we find it highly unlikely that they would
somehow encourage intrusion by private parties—especially when almost no one would deny that
the predominant form of land usage in rural China is now private and exclusive. In fact, it seems
far more likely that they would actually deter such intrusion. Nonetheless, the empirical data pre-
sented here neither support nor undermine any of these hypotheses, and we reserve them for future
research.
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Table 1: Descriptive Statistics
Variable Obs. Mean Std. Dev.
No. of land takings 244 0.988 1.13
Dummy for at least 1 taking 244 0.525 0.499
Kinship1 244 0.480 0.501
Kinship2 244 0.0820 0.275
Kinship3 244 0.398 0.490
Dummy for Islamic groups 238 0.0473 0.187
Dummy for neighborhood 244 0.164 0.371
Largest surname population share 237 35.8 22.9
2nd largest surname population share 231 16.6 8.72
Village leader from a kinship network among the top 4 surnames 5605 0.332 0.471
Village leader from 2 largest surnames 5605 0.528 0.499
No. of households 4145 424.4 288.2
No. of residents 4147 1664.1 1087.2
Per capita land (mu) 4132 1.69 1.81
% migrant workers 4142 15.4 15.6
Notes: Data come from China’s National Fixed-point Survey and the Village Democracy
Survey. An observation is a village-year for the last six rows and a village for all other rows.
The sample covers 1986-2008 for the last 4 rows and 1980-2008 for the two rows immediately
preceding them.
Table 2: Effects of Kinship Networks on Land Expropriations
Dep. Var: No. of Land Expropriations
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Ancestral hall -0.186 -0.105
(0.246) (0.274)
Family tree -0.117 -0.263
(0.185) (0.200)
Kinship population share -0.170 -0.173
(0.253) (0.285)
Kinship1 -0.320* -0.342* -0.307* -0.373*
(0.167) (0.192) (0.171) (0.194)
Province FE yes yes
Other networks yes yes
Observations 212 212 214 214 214 214
R2 0.301 0.413 0.294 0.411 0.309 0.469
Notes: Data come from China’s National Fixed-point Survey and the Village Democracy
Survey. An observation is a village. In all columns, the dependent variable is the number
of land takings in the village. The standard set of controls, Xi, is controlled in all columns.
(See Section V.C for the list of variables) Coefficients are reported with standard errors
in parentheses. * , **, *** respectively denotes significance at 10%, 5% and 1% level.
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Table 3: Concentrated vs. Scattered Kinship Networks
Dep. Var: No. of Land Expropriations
(1) (2) (3) (4)
Kinship2 -0.226 -0.264 -0.237 -0.251
(0.278) (0.311) (0.284) (0.308)
Kinship3 -0.345* -0.359* -0.326* -0.401**
(0.177) (0.201) (0.182) (0.202)
Province FE yes yes
Other networks yes yes
Observations 214 214 214 214
R2 0.295 0.411 0.309 0.470
Notes: Data come from China’s National Fixed-point Survey and the Village Democracy
Survey. An observation is a village. In all columns, the dependent variable is the number
of land takings in the village. The standard set of controls, Xi, is controlled in all columns.
(See Section V.C for the list of variables) Coefficients are reported with standard errors
in parentheses. * , **, *** respectively denotes significance at 10%, 5% and 1% level.
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Table 4: First Surname Village Head (VH) and Kinship Network(KN)
Dep. Var.: Dummy of A Land Expropriation Happening
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
VH from 1st surname 0.00476 -0.00330 -0.00411 0.00862 0.0270 0.0297
(0.00694) (0.0113) (0.0113) (0.0125) (0.0255) (0.0254)
1st surname has KN 0.00129 -0.00772
(0.00580) (0.0115)
1st-surname VH× 1st KN -0.00140 0.00579 0.00535 -0.00412 -0.0248 -0.0300
(0.00954) (0.0142) (0.0143) (0.0174) (0.0320) (0.0317)
Other surnames have KN -0.0102 -0.00977
(0.0101) (0.0225)
1st-surname VH × other KN 0.0406 0.00330 -0.0102 0.00545 -0.0126 -0.0236
(0.0264) (0.0113) (0.0125) (0.0390) (0.0332) (0.0344)
Village FE yes yes yes yes
Year FE yes yes
Xit yes yes yes
Observations 5179 5179 5179 2270 2270 2270
R2 0.001 0.042 0.053 0.021 0.122 0.129
Notes: Data come from China’s National Fixed-point Survey and the Village Democracy Survey. An
observation is a village and a year. In all columns, the dependent variable is a dummy indicating
whether a land taking has occurred in the village-year. Columns (1) to (3) cover data from 1980 to
2008. Xit , aset of additional controls, is controlled in columns (4) to (6). (See Section VI.C for the
list of variables) Data for some of the variables in Xit are only available after 1993, which explains
the smaller number of observations in columns (4) to (6). Coefficients are reported with standard
errors in parentheses. * , **, *** respectively denotes significance at 10%, 5% and 1% level.
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Table 5: 2nd Surname Village Head (VH) and Kinship Network(KN)
Dep. Var.: Dummy of A Land Expropriation Happening
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
VH from 2nd surname 0.0102 0.0198 0.0262** 0.0104 0.0116 0.0143
(0.00940) (0.0126) (0.0128) (0.0169) (0.0301) (0.0304)
2nd surname has KN 0.00451 0.000279
(0.00521) (0.0107)
2nd-surname VH×2nd KN -0.0220 -0.0283* -0.0375** -0.0347 0.00630 0.00307
(0.0138) (0.0159) (0.0166) (0.0244) (0.0392) (0.0403)
Other surnames have KN 0.0122 0.0155
(0.00903) (0.0164)
2nd-surname VH×other KN -0.0470*** -0.0366** -0.0322 -0.0715*** -0.110*** -0.106***
(0.0126) (0.0166) (0.0198) (0.0246) (0.0341) (0.0338)
Village FE yes yes yes yes
Year FE yes yes
Xit yes yes yes
Observations 5179 5179 5179 2270 2270 2270
R2 0.001 0.043 0.054 0.022 0.122 0.129
Notes: Data come from China’s National Fixed-point Survey and the Village Democracy Survey. An obs-
-ervation is a village and a year. In all columns, the dependent variable is a dummy indicating whether a
land taking has occurred in the village-year. Columns (1) to (3) cover data from 1980 to 2008. Xit , a set of
additional controls, is controlled in columns (4) to (6). (See Section VI.C for the list of variables) Data for
some of the variables in Xit are only available after 1993, which explains the smaller number of observa-
-tions in columns (4) to (6). Coefficients are reported with standard errors in parentheses. * , **, ***
respectively denotes significance at 10%, 5% and 1% level.
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Table 6: General Behavior of Village Heads
Dep. Var.: Dummy of A Land Expropriation Happening
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
VH’s surname has kinship -0.000175 -0.0247 -0.0261 -0.00382 0.0103 0.00711
(0.00555) (0.0217) (0.0204) (0.0122) (0.0173) (0.0173)
Other surnames have kinship 0.000780 -0.0511* -0.0508* -0.0203 -0.0201 -0.0254
(0.0161) (0.0287) (0.0289) (0.0276) (0.0476) (0.0435)
Village FE yes yes yes yes
Year FE yes yes
Xit yes yes yes
β1−β2 -0.000955 0.0264 0.0246 0.0164 0.0305 0.0326
0.0162 0.0188 0.0204 0.0259 0.0453 0.0421
Observations 3464 3464 3464 1490 1490 1490
R2 0.000 0.053 0.066 0.021 0.164 0.175
Notes: Data come from China’s National Fixed-point Survey and the Village Democracy Survey. An
observation is a village and a year. The sample includes only village-years in which the village head
(VH) has a surname that is one of the 4 largest surnames in the village. In all columns, the dependent
variable is a dummy indicating whether a land taking has occurred in the village-year. Columns (1) to
(3) cover data from 1980 to 2008. Xit , a set of additional controls, is controlled in columns (4) to (6).
(See Section VI.C for the list of variables) The data for some of the variables in Xit are only available
after 1993, which explains the smaller number of observations in columns (4) to (6). Coefficients are
reported with standard errors in parentheses. * , **, *** respectively denotes significance at 10%,
5% and 1% level.
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Table 7: The Robustness of Network Effects Against Migration
Dep. Var: No. of Land Expropriations
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Neighborhood Islam
Kinship1 -0.392 -0.521* -0.570* -0.335 -0.450* -0.511*
(0.302) (0.300) (0.324) (0.309) (0.303) (0.325)
Migrant workers (%) 0.000721 -0.00546 0.000338 0.00281 -0.00327 0.00560
(0.0115) (0.0113) (0.0127) (0.0112) (0.0109) (0.0120)
Kinship1×% migrant 0.0241 0.0156 0.0115 0.0220 0.0134 0.0130
(0.0155) (0.0157) (0.0171) (0.0156) (0.0156) (0.0169)
Other network -0.0260 -0.377 -0.628 -0.223 -1.042 1.227
(0.423) (0.322) (0.374) (0.736) (0.745) (1.011)
Other network×% migrant -0.000308 0.0184 0.0265 0.0895 0.139 0.110
(0.0205) (0.0202) (0.0226) (0.0787) (0.0842) (0.0867)
Province FE yes yes
Xi yes yes yes yes
β3−β4 0.0245 -0.00281 -0.150 -0.0675 -0.126 -0.0973
0.0269 0.0273 0.298 0.0830 0.0880 0.0906
Observations 237 237 237 237 237 237
R2 0.023 0.273 0.374 0.035 0.280 0.398
Notes: Data come from China’s National Fixed-point Survey and the Village Democracy Survey.
An observation is a village. In all columns, the dependent variable is the number of land takings
in the village. The list of of variables in Xi is listed in Section V.C. Coefficients are reported with
standard errors in parentheses. * , **, *** respectively denotes significance at 10%, 5% and 1%
level.
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